
Next-gen multifi ber connector inspection

What are tips, nozzles and special adapters and what are they used for?
EXFO’s next-gen multifi ber inspection solution is versatile and leverages the same tip for all multifi ber connectors. To adapt to each 
specifi c multifi ber connector form factor, just swap the nozzle. This versatile design makes it possible to optimize cost of ownership 
and ease of use. To inspect Bulkhead (female) and Jumper (male) tips, the solution will either rely on a dedicated nozzle (Q-ODC-12®, 
OptiTip®) or a single Bulkhead (female MPO) nozzle with a specifi c adapter to inspect Jumper (male MPO).

Is my FIP-400B MF-Ready?
EXFO’s next-gen multifi ber solution is compatible with FIP-400B MF-Ready versions. To verify if it’s MF-Ready, check your FIP-400B 
for the black retaining nut and the MF-Ready engraving.

FIP TIP NOZZLE SPECIAL
ADAPTER

Q-ODC is a registered trademark of HUBER+SUHNER
OptiTip is a registered trademark of Corning Cable Systems
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1 Silver retaining nut

2 No MF-READY engraving

1

3 Black retaining nut

4 MF-READY engraving
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If your FIP-400B is not MF-Ready, contact EXFO at isales@exfo.com for an upgrade.

FIP-400B NON MF-READY FIP-400B MF-READY

Not needed when dedicated 
nozzle for male connector is 
available, see next page.



Next-gen multifi ber connector inspection

NEXT-GEN MULTIFIBER TIP
FIPT-400-MF

MF-READY FIBER INSPECTION PROBE 
FIP-400B USB or Wireless

What do I need?
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OptiTip is a registered trademark of Corning Cable Systems 
Q-ODC is a registered trademark of HUBER+SUHNER

APPROPRIATE NOZZLE

Connector type Bulkhead/female Jumper/male
Ordering part numbers

Nozzle(s)/adapter only Tip and nozzle/adapter

MPO 12/24 UPC FIPT-400-NZ-
MPO a

FIPT-400-MF-
MPO

MPO 12/24 APC FIPT-400-NZ-
MPO-APC a

FIPT-400-MF-
MPO-APC

MPO 16/32 UPC FIPT-NZ-MPO-X a FIPT-400-MF-
MPO-X

OPTITIP® APC FIPT-400-NZ-
OTIP-APC  b

FIPT-400-MF-
OTIP-MT-APC

Q-ODC®-12 UPC FIPT-400-NZ-
QODC-12  b

FIPT-400-MF-
QODC-12-UPC

Q-ODC®-12-APC FIPT-400-NZ-
QODC-12-APC b

FIPT-400-MF-
QODC-12-APC
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Always sold in a bundle with a first nozzle 
(not available alone).

a. Include female nozzle and special adapter for male.
b. Include female and male nozzles.

FIP-400B USB or Wireless
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